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Abstract—The vision of a smart grid is predicated upon pervasive use of modern digital communication techniques to today’s
power system. As wide area measurements and control techniques are being developed and deployed for a more resilient
power system, the role of communication network is becoming
prominent. Power system dynamics gets influenced by the communication delays in the network. Therefore, extensive integration of
power system and communication infrastructure mandates that
the two systems be studied as a single distributed cyber-physical
system. This paper proposes a power system and communication network co-simulation framework (GECO) using a global
event-driven mechanism. The accuracy is tunable based on the
time-scale requirements of the phenomena being studied. This
co-simulation can improve the practical investigation of smart
grid and evaluate wide area measurement and control schemes. As
a case study, a communication-based backup distance relay protection scheme is co-simulated and validated on this co-simulation
framework.
Index Terms—Co-simulation, event-driven, wide area protection
and control.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE MODERN power system has advanced to the point
where the system can no longer be operated without
wide area control systems [1], [2]. The advent of system
infrastructure restructuring and the vision of smart grid have
further prompted the concomitant control systems to reach an
unprecedented level of sophistication. It can be predicted that
more such state-of-the-art computation and communication
techniques will be integrated into the power system to carry
the control system from local to wide area scope. As a result,
the power system will be operated and controlled with the
help of an underlying communication network where large
amount of information will be exchanged. This new interdependent configuration of the power system and communication
network brings challenges which have not been seen before.
The structure of the communication network to be laid out in
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the national power grid, the communication protocols to be
used, the physical media, the distributed algorithms to make
decisions on power system state and required control actions,
the hierarchy of communication and control network, and many
other issues remain unsettled to date. This mandates that we
need power system and communication network co-simulation
as opposed to only a stand-alone power grid simulator. It is
prudent that we take into account these considerations during
the designing phase.
A report prepared by the US Department of Homeland Security [3] advocates the need for a national power grid simulator. It is recommended that such a simulator should allow
for modeling various possible disruptive events, studying interdependencies between the power grid and other critical infrastructures, and allow for planning and design of smarter capabilities of the national grid to enhance resilience, robustness,
integration of renewable energy sources. Even though this report does not specifically deal with the embedded computational
and communication capabilities envisioned for the future smart
grid, there are already many efforts worldwide to enable various
power grids to communicate data in real-time over wide areas,
and use networked and distributed control to avoid various disastrous scenarios including blackouts, unwarranted generation
shutdowns, unwarranted frequency excursions, inter-area oscillations, voltage instability, and so on.
If we can implement an effective, scalable and efficient power
grid and communication network co-simulator, we can design
wide-area measurement and control schemes that have hitherto
not been considered yet, and easily simulate its effectiveness
and optimize the design and cost. For instance, PMU-based
wide area measurement systems (WAMS) would have readily
benefit from such a simulator [4]. However, it is not an easy task
to get this done, as there is a mismatch in the models of computation in the two simulation worlds [5]. Continuous time simulation of power system and discrete event simulation of communication network have to be seamlessly integrated and this is
the key issue that is being discussed in this paper.
The following paper is organized as follows: Section II summarizes the related work. Section III presents the co-simulation
framework GECO and an implementation of it using PSLF and
NS2. A communication-based backup relay protection scheme
is discussed as a case study on GECO in Section IV. Several
co-simulation scenarios and simulation results are shown in
Section V to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
Section VI summarizes the discussion and concludes the paper.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF INTEGRATED POWER/NETWORK SIMULATORS

II. RELATED WORK
Co-simulation of heterogeneous systems which integrates
different simulation models is not a rarity in other research
domains [6]–[9]. However, it is relatively new for power
system applications. There has been some research on power
system control analysis with consideration of communication
networks [10], [11]. However, owing to lack of proper modeling tools, the characteristics of the communication networks
in their research have to be either largely simplified or some
very optimistic assumptions have to be made [12]. Apparently,
one-sided simulation is insufficient for the investigation of
fully integrated power system and communication network.
In the progress of power system restructuring, co-simulation
of power system and communication network has gradually
become researchers’ favorite. Table I summarizes the related
work in this new research area.
EPOCHS [13] pioneered the efforts to build a power system
modeling tool with attention to the underlying communication
network. The EPOCHS approach is based on federated dynamic
simulation using multiple components. Three off-the-shelf simulators: PSCAD/EMTDC for transient time scales, PSLF for
power system modeling, and NS2 for computer network modeling, are configured as an integral platform. A carefully designed software mediator, called “runtime infrastructure” (RTI),
is responsible for interfacing and synchronization between the
individual simulators by allowing them to exchange data periodically. The synchronization algorithm is a simple time-stepped
method. In this method, the individual simulators run respectively but halt at fixed synchronization points where information
is exchanged between simulators. However, if certain system
event which requires interacting among those simulators happens between the synchronization points, the event has to be
buffered in a cache and wait to be processed until the next synchronization point. Therefore system errors could be accumu-

lated and hamper the simulation fidelity, in particular if the application is time-critical and requires numerous interfacing between the power system and communication network. The users
of EPOCHS will face a dilemma between precision and efficiency when choosing the proper size of a synchronization step.
A work similar to EPOCHS is reported in [14] where the authors try to improve the synchronization algorithm. The power
system is modeled using DEVS formalism and integrated
with NS2. Theoretically, this hybrid simulation environment
gives better synchronization than EPOCHS since DEVS is
designed for discrete event system modeling. However, the
DEVS package that has been used is designed for general
discrete event system and not for power system simulations
specifically. Therefore, the users have to implement their own
code conforming to DEVS specification for power system
dynamic simulation which may affect the reliability of power
system models and scalability of the hybrid simulation. At the
same time, since most commercial power system modeling and
simulation tools do not adopt this approach, this implementation cannot be readily applied to federations of simulators.
In [15], an integration of MATLAB Simulink and OPNET
is reported to study the Information & Communication Technology (ICT) architecture’s impact on the reliability of WAMS
applications. The authors use OPNET to model a detailed hierarchical ICT infrastructure which includes all the processes
pertaining to phasor data collection. The communication delays
are tuned to study the sensitivity of PMU-based applications.
Although this paper presents an interesting way showing how
to use integrated simulation of power system and communication network to study system interdependence, information on
synchronization method and the actual integration of the two
simulators have not been addressed.
In [16], an integration of Virtual Test Bed (VTB) software and
OPNET called VPNET is introduced for simulating remotely
controlled power electronic devices in the system. The synchro-
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nization method used in this paper is similar to the EPOCHS’s
method. The co-simulation coordinator samples value from both
simulators based on a global simulation time step. Therefore it
accumulates the same kind of system errors as EPOCHS. Moreover, VTB is a software tool for simulating power electronics
and energy systems, and so may not scale well to fit large scale
power networks. So far as we are concerned with a few power
devices, the magnitude of inter-device communications may not
be significant. In the case study reported in this paper, the network infrastructure consists of only two nodes. A similar work
called PowerNet is reported in [17] which integrates Modelica
and NS2. The synchronization method and scalability feature
are about the same as described above.
An extension of OPNET to simulate wide area communication network in power system is built in [18]. In this framework, the power system dynamic simulation is simplified as a
virtual demander. Whenever the demander requests to transmit
data on the network, it suspends itself and creates a packet in
OPNET. OPNET will simulate the total communication delay
of this packet and report it back to the virtual demander. At this
time, the virtual demander will reactivate itself and simulate
for the same time as the communication delay before further
processing. In this way, no synchronization errors are accumulated. But this method is only suitable for one agent, one request scenario. If there are multiple agents in the system willing
to transmit data within the same time period, this framework
would fail due to single-threaded implementation. To simulate
a complex hybrid system, alternative solutions are necessary.
Another kind of integration of power system and communication network is reported in [19] where a SCADA cyber security test bed is designed. The research focus of this test bed is
to assess the vulnerability of the communication infrastructure
of the power system to cyber attacks, and therefore static power
system simulation is sufficient and synchronization considerations can be neglected. Moreover, the test bed runs on several
different computers. The power system is simulated in PowerWorld software on an individual server. There are also several computers called network clients which can read data from
PowerWorld through a VPN network and a real-time network
simulator RINSE. The network attacks can be generated and
studied as part of network simulations and the power system dynamics is not a big concern here. A very similar SCADA cyber
security test bed is proposed in [20] which integrates PowerWorld and OPNET.
Most of the works reported in Table I involve the reuse of
existing off-the-shelf software. This is a natural choice since
they are more reliable and scalable as long as they can be
properly modified and customized. Rewriting new simulation
engines from scratch is costly and time-consuming. Other
possible options include software/hardware hybrid emulation
environments or hardware testbeds. For example, since the
scale of some SCADA systems is smaller than WAMS applications, it is possible to build emulation environments for
SCADA testbeds. In [21], [22], a SCADA testbed PowerCyber
using scale-down field devices to represent the real system is
documented. However, our co-simulation framework Global
Event-driven CO-simulation platform (GECO) aims at the
modeling and simulation for the wide area power system
monitoring, protection and control schemes. Building hardware
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emulation system at the national level is prohibitively expensive. Even if it is possible to make assumptions to scale down
the system, the fidelity of the emulation cannot be guaranteed.
For example, the communication infrastructure dedicated to
the power system could be isolated from other overwhelming
networks such as Internet. The communication topology, protocols, routing scheme and background traffic at different levels
can be significantly different.
Another attractive solution is to use real-time simulators to
represent the real world system. RTDS is a well-known realtime power system simulator which is capable of performing
closed loop testing of devices [23]–[25]. RTDS simulation related to IEC 61850 communication has been reported in [26].
However, the scale of the hardware in the closed loop is limited
to local scope. Deploying RTDS simulation results on a large
scale distributed network is difficult. Therefore integrating another real-time communication network simulator with RTDS
will be a better option. But real-time simulators allowing open
access are always rare so that this kind of real-time co-simulation implementation has not been published. Synchronizing two
real-time simulators is also a challenging problem as both simulators are synchronized to real world clock. This requires that a
real-time simulation coordinator be designed to exchange information between the simulators. Nevertheless, Real-time co-simulation platform will draw more interest in the future.
III. CO-SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
The key issue of the power/communication co-simulation
framework is to accurately synchronize the simulation time in
two distinct simulation models. In this section, the simulation
techniques for power system and communication network will
be briefly reviewed. Then the co-simulation framework will
be introduced based on careful analysis of those simulation
techniques.
A. Power System Dynamic Simulation
Power system dynamic simulation is commonly modeled
as a continuous time system simulation. In a continuous time
system, the system state variables change in a continuous
manner with respect to time. Typically the system dynamics
is represented by a set of differential equations in which the
transitions between continuous state variables are defined.
For simple cases, the differential equations can be solved
analytically to get closed form solutions. However in most
cases such closed form solutions are not available. Instead,
numerical algorithms are studied for general cases. Usually
the differential equations are discretized and the time base is
divided into small steps. The next system state is derived from
current system state. Then the small variations of the state
variables are integrated to approximate the system trajectory.
The discretized time step is often very small so that the system
variables do not have an abrupt transition within the time step.
An example of this numerical algorithm for power system
dynamic simulation is illustrated in Fig. 1. The system is initialized by solving power flows which calculates initial system
state values. Then the simulation enters a loop which represents
the main part of the algorithm. Within this loop, the network
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Fig. 2. Example of the communication network simulation.

Fig. 1. Example of the power system dynamic simulation.

boundary variables for dynamic models connected directly to
the system network are calculated. Then the secondary variables
of dynamic models are calculated from system state variables. A
complete iteration in this loop is completed by calculating state
variable derivatives and integrations. At this point, the system
time is advanced by a preset time step or a time calculated from
the current system state. The loop continues until the simulation
reaches the stop time or an accept state. Alternatively, if the simulation loop is expanded on a time axis which is shown in Fig. 1,
a sequence of discrete iteration rounds can be found with small
time intervals in between. This sequence actually shows that a
continuous time system in fact is numerically solved in a discrete manner.
B. Communication Network Simulation
Communication network simulation is usually performed
using a discrete event-driven method. Discrete event-driven
simulation is suitable for systems whose state is only subject
to change due to discrete events. The occurrences of events
are usually unevenly distributed with respect to time. Time
discretization into small time intervals as done in continuous
time systems cannot be appropriately applied to discrete event
systems since the time step is difficult to select. If the time step
is selected too small then it will waste simulation times since
system state remains unchanged during many consecutive time
steps. If the time step is selected too long, then many events
could be missed during a single time step. Instead, in discrete
event-driven simulation, the system time instead hops between
events. An event scheduler is designed to record current system
time and also to maintain an event list. Event list is a queue
that stores system events with timestamps in a chronological
sequence. The scheduler initializes the system state and the
event list in the beginning of the simulation. When the simulation starts the scheduler proceeds with the event on top of
the list and sorts out the relevant processes. Then the scheduler
adjusts the system time directly to the timestamp of the next
event in the list. The entire simulation stops when the system
time reaches the stop time or the system reaches a certain
state. Fig. 2 shows an example of a communication network

simulation that uses event-driven method. When the simulation
starts, node 1 sends a packet to node 4 via node 2. The first
event in the list should be “node 1 sends a packet to node 2”
with its timestamp. A receiving event by node 2 is predicted
based on the communication link properties. Then the second
event “node 2 receives a packet from node 1” will be created
and placed in the event list. The simulation will continue this
way until the ending criteria is satisfied.
C. Co-Simulation Framework
Since the simulation techniques for power system and communication network are different, synchronization mechanism
between them is the most crucial issue leading to a successful
co-simulation design. An intuitive method is to use explicit
time-stepped synchronization [13] as shown in Fig. 3. In
this method, several synchronization points are predefined.
In Fig. 3, the top axis represents the power system dynamic
simulation process and the bottom axis represents the communication network simulation process. When the co-simulation
starts, two processes run independently until both of them
reach a synchronization point, as denoted by dashed vertical
lines. It is here that the two processes suspend themselves and
exchange information. Typical interaction information includes
power devices uploading data to control center or smart relay
receiving a remote command to trip the circuit breaker. After
that, two processes restart and repeat the synchronization as
done before.
This synchronization method can easily bring in simulation
errors. If an interaction request appears between the synchronization points, it has to wait until the next synchronization to
be processed. This problem is indicated by “Error 1” and “Error
2” in Fig. 3. These errors create unwanted time delays which
do not exist in a real system and might accumulate over time.
Theoretically, each error can be the same as one synchronization time step.
A new co-simulation framework is accordingly proposed
which avoids these synchronization errors. Our co-simulation
runs globally in a discrete event driven manner as shown
in Fig. 4. Since the power system dynamic simulation is in
fact solved in discrete manner as shown in Fig. 1, each of
the iteration rounds is treated as a special discrete event in
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more suitable for this co-simulation framework. It is defined as
a 7-tuple [27]:
(1)
where:
is the set of input events;
is the set of output events;
is the set of system partial states;
is the lifespan function of the partial state;
is the internal transition function;
is the external transition function;

Fig. 3. Synchronization with errors.

is the output function.
is the set of total
states including which is the time elapsed since last transition;

Fig. 4. Event-driven synchronization without errors.

this framework. A global event scheduler is designed as the
global time reference and coordinator. A global event list is
also prepared by mixing up the power system iteration events
with other communication network events according to their
timestamps. Therefore, only one event process is allowed to
run at the same time. This is illustrated by the only axis in
Fig. 4. The global scheduler checks the global event list to
identify if the next event is a power system simulation event
or a communication network event and yields the control
accordingly. More importantly, the simulation processes can
suspend themselves after each event and yield the control
back to the global scheduler. In this way whenever there is
an interaction request, it can be processed immediately by the
global scheduler without unnecessary time delay. Both errors
in Fig. 3 are eliminated in this framework.

D. Formalism
It is necessary to show that our global even-driven co-simulation does not undermine the simulation integrity in each of the
individual simulator since all the events are mixed up. In this
subsection, we will verify it using a formal approach.
Discrete Event System Specifications (DEVS) is a popular
formalism to model and analyze general discrete event systems.
There are also many other equivalent formalisms but DEVS is

The interpretation of (1) for a communication network simulation is straightforward where
are still the system input/
output; is the system state when a certain discrete event is
being processed; represents the time delay between the current event and the next event in the event list.
stands for the
relevant processes associated with an event where
stands
for the impact of the input to the system state. Even-driven simulation is commonly used for the system which can be modeled
by DEVS.
It has also been shown that the power system dynamic simulation can be modeled by DEVS [14]. For this particular case,
is the set of system state variables (voltage, current, etc.) after
each iteration round.
represents the iteration time step and
stands for the system change after the integration of each
time step.
The co-simulation framework in fact couples the power
system and communication network together. That is: the
output event of the power system simulation is the input event
of the communication network simulation and vice versa.
From the DEVS formalism point of view, these two atomic
DEVS systems actually form a coupled-DEVS which is another
7-tuple [27]:

(2)
where:
is the set of input events;
is the set of output events;
is the name set of
sub-components;
is the set of DEVSs that form
the coupled-DEVS;
is the set of external input
couplings;
is the set of internal couplings;
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is the set of external output
couplings;
Select

is a tie-breaker function for
time conflict of events.

The couplings define how the atomic DEVSs are connected
to form a coupled-DEVS. For the co-simulation framework,
will be
which represents power system and communication network respectively.
will be the DEVS models
for them. EIC and EOC will be both empty and ITC will be
.
It has been proved that DEVS is closed under coupling which
means a coupled-DEVS
is equivalent to a DEVS
. The
proof can be done by construction [27] where:

Fig. 5. The structure of the co-simulation framework.

The new
is the lifespan of the new partial state considering that event from other DEVSs can potentially reduce
its own original lifespan. This equivalent DEVS
can also
be simulated using event-driven method. Therefore the integrity
of the individual simulators still holds under our co-simulation
framework. The proof also indicates that global event-driven
simulation is an effective approach for the interconnected power
system and communication network.
E. Implementation
The co-simulation framework is realized by carefully integrating two individual simulators: GE’s Positive Sequence Load
Flow (PSLF) and Network Simulator 2 (NS2). The integration
involves major modifications and extensions on both parts. The
simulators we choose are the same as EPOCHS [13] but our
internal design is different and the difference will be shown in
later sections through comparison of simulation results.
PSLF is a power system simulator designed by GE which provides both steady-state and dynamic power system simulations.
PSLF is able to simulate a system with up to 60 000 buses and is
equipped with a rich library of power system dynamic models.
The software is written in Java and provides plenty of APIs in
the format of a script language called EPCL for further customized extensions. New models written in EPCL can also be
integrated into the existing software package. EPCL can access
the runtime simulation data and change the simulation settings
as needed. Although PSLF is not an open-source software, its
design feature enables users to build flexible extensions.
NS2 is a well-known communication network simulator aiming at the evaluation of network performance. It is

open-source and thus widely used in networking research domain. NS2 is basically a general discrete event simulator with
a rich library of network models which covers four protocol
layers in the network reference model excluding the physical
layer. The core of NS2 is written in C++ which is complex.
Therefore a script language called Object Tcl (OTcl) is provided to users for easier simulation configuration and reuse. A
framework called “OTcl linkage” links the OTcl codes to the
background implementation by C++. Following this way, users
can write and compile new network protocols or models in C++
and manipulate them in OTcl.
Fig. 5 shows the structure of our co-simulation framework
implementation. The global scheduler and global event list are
derived directly from the counterpart in NS2 so that a subcomponent in NS2 drives the whole co-simulation overall. A bi-directional interface is designed between NS2 and PSLF to exchange information.
On the PSLF side, a new dynamic model “epcmod” is added
as the main port to the NS2. Within each iteration round, this
model updates all the power data for NS2 and receives feedbacks from NS2 to change the settings of the power system accordingly. After each round, it is also able to suspend the PSLF
simulation, yield the control to the global scheduler and wait for
the command to run the next round.
On the NS2 side, a new C++ class “tcl PSLF” is written
to drive the simulation of PSLF and coordinate the actions
in between. This new class is independent from all the other
networking classes but still compiled together with other
components in NS2. When the simulation starts, this class
pre-allocated a sequence of power system iteration rounds
and put them in the global event list. When an iteration round
needs processing, it sends the command to PSLF to restart
the suspended simulation. Potential network-based power
system control strategies are designed in the power application
classes which are derived from class “Application” in NS2.
These classes represent the functionalities of the software
agents in current power devices such as digital relays, Phasor
Measurement Units (PMUs) and Intelligent Electronic Devices
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Fig. 6. Distance relay protection zones.

(IEDs). The power data updated from PSLF will be distributed
to them for further analysis. The software agents are able to
communicate with each other through the network infrastructure modeled in NS2 and control decisions are also made by
them. The communication protocols of the power applications
are variants of existing famous network protocols like UDP
and TCP. Minor changes are applied to UDP and TCP classes
to enable them to carry power data.
In the following sections, a communication-based distance
relay backup protection scheme will be introduced as a case
study on this co-simulation platform. The purpose of the case
study is to show what kinds of applications are suitable for
co-simulation and how to use co-simulation to test a design and
to study system interdependences.
IV. COMMUNICATION-BASED DISTANCE RELAY
BACKUP PROTECTION
Distance (impedance) relays are usually utilized on the transmission system level. The operation of the distance protection
relays is governed by apparent impedance which is the ratio of
the magnitudes of voltage and current measured by the relay.
When a short circuit fault occurs, the fault can be identified by
a sharp drop in the measurement apparent impedance. Also this
impedance tells the relay the distance from the fault location to
itself.
As shown in Fig. 6, it is common practice to assign three
protection zones for the distance relays. Zone 1 protection is
the primary protection for each distance relay. It covers about
80%–90% of the length of the first transmission line as shown
in Fig. 6. Zone 2 protection covers a little bit longer than zone 1
extending beyond the bus 2 which is about 120% of the length
of the first line. Zone 3 protection provides the longest coverage
which includes the entire first line and about 80% of the second
line. By properly adjusting zone 1, zone 2 and zone 3 settings
the distance relays can achieve both primary and backup protection of the transmission lines. Usually zone 1 protection operates instantaneously while zone 2 and zone 3 protections are
associated with time delays as backups. It is common practice
to use longer time delay for longer reach of the relays so that
they can provide effective system protection without unnecessary power loss. The time delay can be as long as 1 second for
zone 3 relays.
Although the transmission systems with protective relaying
usually have the redundancy in the form of backup relays, it
is reported that such a system still may suffer from different
kinds of failures. For instance, zone 3 backup relays work in a

time-delayed manner, the system may encounter instability issues during the delay. It is also known that zone 3 relays can
actually erroneously trip due to hidden failures [28]. A hidden
failure is usually rare but could happen due to software or hardware errors in the zone 3 relay. It may go unidentified for a
long time. However, such problems may manifest as extra sensitivity of a Zone 3 relay to even remote line overloading. Even
though such an overloading might be transient, or might not
have reached a level where the zone 1 and zone 2 relays need
to take action, an over active zone 3 relay may trip, starting a
sequence of other trips which may lead to a cascading failure
[29], [30]. New protection techniques are being sought out to
solve this problem [31]–[37]
Accordingly a new communication-based distance relay
backup protection scheme is introduced in this section that
leverages the present distance relay protection framework with
the addition of an underlying network infrastructure. Modern
microprocessor-based digital relays are more reliable and efficient than traditional electromechanical ones, thus it is possible
to enhance them with software agents in order to design more
elaborate protection schemes. The distance relays can communicate with each other through their software agents from
which a coordinated system protection scheme can be formed.
By virtue of extensive communication new protection schemes
could have faster backup relay protection and additional robustness to prevent false tripping. Based on the communication
type, two related protection schemes are discussed: supervisory
(master to slave) and ad-hoc (peer to peer).
A. Supervisory Protection
In the supervisory protection scheme, distance relays are
inter-connected as a network using a communication infrastructure and their functioning is coordinated through extensive
communication links. A central protection controller called
“Master Agent” coordinates the operations of the digital relays
in the system. Each distance relay has a software agent (Slave
Agent) associated with it. This software agent works as an
interface for information exchange between the Master &
the corresponding distance relay. In this mode, the protection
scheme system is able to provide more secure protection by
avoiding hidden failure induced false tripping.
The primary protection for the distance relays remains the
same as the traditional distance protection scheme, while the
backup protection is different. In this scheme, when a backup
relay sees zone 2 or zone 3 faults, instead of waiting for a pre-set
time delay to trip, the relay proactively collects information
from other relays to evaluate the status and make the decision.
This procedure is done by communication between slave agents
and the master agent. Firstly, the slave agent whose associated
relay sees a remote fault submits a request to the master agent
for decision. The master agent then asks other slave agents in
the fault zone to see if others see the fault as well. Based on the
feedback from other slave agents, the master agent sends the
final decision to the original slave agents.
Detailed operations of this master-slave mode supervisory
protection scheme are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 using a finite state
machine (FSM) representation. In the FSM, a circle represents
a certain state. An arrow line represents a transition from one
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Fig. 7. FSM of supervisory protection: slave agent.
Fig. 9. FSM of ad-hoc protection.

Fig. 8. FSM of supervisory protection: master agent.

state to another. There is a fraction associated with each transition. The numerator position shows the event which causes the
transition and the denominator position shows the action taken
due to that event.
On the slave agent side, the relay starts from the “normal
monitoring” state and keeps monitoring the transmission line.
If a zone 1 (local) fault is observed the relay should trip the
transmission line immediately. If a zone 2 or zone 3 fault (remote) is observed, the slave agent sends a decision request to
the master agent and enters the “wait for decision” state. If the
fault disappears during the wait state, the slave agent would go
back to the normal state and block whatever decision received
from the master agent since this condition indicates the fault
may have been cleared by its own primary protection. If the
fault persists and the slave agent receives a trip decision from
the master agent, the relay should trip the line since the primary
protection may have failed. If the slave agent receives a block
decision from the master agent but still sees the fault, this indicates the relay may have a hidden failure or wrong setting. Then
the slave agent should put the relay out of service and call for
maintenance. In this manner the slave agents can both expedite
the backup protection and prevent hidden failure induced false
tripping.
On the master agent side, when it receives a decision request
from a slave agent, it enters the “processing decision request”
state. A group of relays which are entrusted with the fault area
are selected and queried by the master agent. When the software
agents of the selected relays receive the queries, no matter which
state they are in, they should report if they see a fault back to the

master agent. The master agent will try to make the final decision when it receives a feedback. As long as a final decision
could be made, the master should send it to the original slave
agent to take action. Fig. 8 only shows the master agent operation for one slave agent. Actually when a fault happens in the
system, multiple slave agents could send request to the master
agent. Therefore, the master agent should be a multi-threaded
program which can handle all the requests simultaneously.
Although there is extensive communication, the total communication time could still be shorter than the traditional time delay
settings for the zone 2 or zone 3 protections. However the time
delay associated with zone 2 or zone 3 should not be eliminated
since the network itself may fail. Either link failure or traffic
congestion may significantly increase the communication delay
or even result in messages dropping. Hence if the communication-based protection cannot complete within a certain time, the
relays would revert to the traditional distance protection mode.
B. Ad-Hoc Protection
In the supervisory protection scheme, the master agent is the
most crucial component since it coordinates all the slave agents.
If the master agent fails, the entire protection scheme fails. Another issue of the supervisory scheme is that the slave agents
always communicate with the master agent. This could lead to
long and unstable communication times, depending on how far
the slave agent is from the master agent. In order to overcome
these difficulties, an ad-hoc protection scheme is considered. In
this scheme, the master agent is removed and its functions are
duplicated in every slave agents. Now the slave agents can directly communicate with each other in a peer-to-peer manner.
Fig. 9 shows the FSM representation of the ad-hoc protection operations. The only type of agent in this scheme is the
peer agent. Each peer agent actually combines the operations
of the slave agent and the master agent. The main difference is
that when a peer agent sees a remote fault, it queries other peer
agents in its zone directly. On receiving a report from other peer
agents, the peer agent makes the decision on its own. Hence
this is a fully distributed and autonomous application based on
ad-hoc communication.
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Fig. 10. The steps of relay searching.

C. Relay Search and Decision Making
In both protection schemes, a relay search procedure is required for the agents to determine the responsible relay group
when a fault is observed. A relay searching algorithm is implemented on a graph abstraction of the power system topology.
The step by step instruction of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 10.
The power system topology is represented by an undirected
graph
. All the transmission lines are represented by
edges and the buses connecting to transmission lines are represented by vertices. The relay in this graph can be represented
by an ordered pair
which means the relay locates
at the side of bus of the transmission line
. The algorithm basically consists of two major steps. First, based on the
relay who submits the decision request, the algorithm find out
the possible faulted lines. Then for each possible faulted line,
the algorithm finds out two primary protection relays and all the
backup relays for this line.
As long as the responsible relay group is determined, the protection decision will be made based on the feedbacks from this
group. Since relay protection is a time-critical application, a
simple but effective decision making method is applied to the
agents:
a. Whenever a second relay sees the fault, a trip decision is
made for the relay who submits the request.
b. If and only if none of the relays see a fault, a block decision is made for the relay who submits the request.
V. CO-SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the communication-based protection schemes
are validated and studied on the co-simulation platform GECO.
A. Simulation Settings
The protection schemes are applied to the New England
39-bus system. In this benchmark, there are in total 34 transmission lines and consequently 68 distance relay agents are

placed in the system—two for each line. The 10 generators in
the system are cylindrical rotor machines represented by equal
mutual inductances on the direct and quadrature axes. Each
generator is equipped with an IEEE type 1 excitation system
model with added speed multiplier and basic steam turbine and
governor. The PSLF simulation time step is set as 0.001 s
The relay agents are connected with each other by a communication infrastructure which is modeled in NS2. This communication infrastructure contains two levels: substation level and
wide area level. We assume that Ethernet is adopted for the local
area network (LAN) for each substation. Then at the substation
level, all the relay agents in the same substation share a 100
Mbps Ethernet. For example, there are 5 transmission lines connected to bus 16, then 5 distance relay agents should be placed
in bus 16 and connected by an Ethernet. In NS2, these relay
agents are represented by individual network nodes in the Ethernet model. The relay agents can communicate with other relay
agents at different substations via a gateway router. On the wide
area level, the substations are connected by high speed direct
communication links. These links have the same topology as
the transmission lines. Each communication link is of 1 Gbps
bandwidth and 5 ms communication delay. These parameters
stay constant through the simulation. Since the size of messages
exchanged among relay agents are small [10], UDP is selected
as the main transport protocol between them. The network is assumed to be dedicated to the protection scheme so that no background traffic is considered at this stage. However its effect can
be easily evaluated in NS2 as long as the detailed traffic model
is available.
B. Validation of Protection Schemes
In the supervisory protection scheme, the master agent is
placed at bus 16 since this bus has the highest connection
degree. Two different protection scenarios are co-simulated
respectively:
1. There is a real fault but the primary relay fails
2. There is no fault but the backup relay has false reading
First, a real short circuit fault is created at 0.1 second on the
transmission line between bus 4 and bus 14 as shown in Fig. 11.
Then the primary relay covering this line at bus 4 is assumed to
fail to isolate the fault so that its zone 3 backup protection relays
can take action instead. In this case, the backup relays are bus
3 and bus 5 will submit requests to the master agent and wait
for decision. The master agent will collect information from all
the responsible relays to make a decision and send it back to
the backup relays at bus 3 and bus 5. Second, there is no fault
placed in the system. However, the same backup relay at bus 3
is assumed to see a fake zone 3 fault due to a false reading as
shown in Fig. 12. According to the protection scheme, it will
send a request to the master for decision. However, the decision is expected to be different from the first protection scenario.
The same protection scenarios are also tested for the ad-hoc protection scheme. The results are compared with the supervisory
case.
The simulation results of these four protection scenarios are
shown in Fig. 13. From Fig. 13(a) we can see that the fault has
been removed after the communication between the agents and
the voltage level at bus 3 recovers back to a normal value. This
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Fig. 11. Backup protection for a real fault [38].
Fig. 13. Voltage magnitude seen by the relay at bus 3: (a) supervisory protection for real fault; (b) supervisory protection for fake fault; (c) adhoc protection
for real fault; (d) adhoc protection for fake fault.
TABLE II
COMMUNICATION TIME OF THE PROTECTION SCHEMES

Fig. 12. Backup protection for a fake fault [38].

means that after the master agent collects information from the
responsible relays, the situation is determined as a real fault and
a trip decision is sent to the backup relays. Traditional backup
distance relays can also protect the system from this fault but
the supervisory protection is faster. As in Fig. 13(a), the fault
is removed within 0.1 second. From Fig. 13(b) we can find the
false-tripping by backup relay is avoided after the communication. The voltage level at bus 3 remains the same. This shows
that after the master agent collects information from the responsible relays, the situation is determined as a fake fault and a
block decision is sent to the backup relay with false reading.
Traditional backup distance relays, however, will trip the line
and may result in cascading failures due to very limited system
visibility. Figure Fig. 13(c) and (d) shows the protection results
for the ad-hoc protection scheme. It shows that the real fault is
successfully isolated and the false-tripping is blocked as well.
But the total time needed to finish the action is less than the supervisory protection scheme.
It is very important that the communication time between
agents has to be limited within a certain threshold. The communication time for the four protection scenarios is shown in
Table II. All of the protection actions can be completed within
the general Zone 2 time delay of 100 ms and that the ad-hoc

protection scheme takes significantly lesser time than the supervisory protection. Moreover, a block decision always requires
longer time than a trip decision which is reasonable considering
the decision making mechanism we have adopted.
C. Comparison of Different Synchronization Methods
In previous sections, the disadvantages of alternative synchronization method have been discussed. Further, the communication-based protection scheme is also experimented on a
co-simulation platform using the time-stepped synchronization
method [13]. The platform tested in this part is not the original
platform as in [13], but instead a similarly reproduced one. The
protection scenario in this experiment is the supervisory protection for a real fault. The initial fault time, fault location, master
agent location and the relay agents involved are all the same.
This scenario is repeated on the time-stepped synchronization
platform using different synchronization steps and the results
are compared with the one on GECO. As a simulation index,
the voltage levels at bus 3 among all the simulation results are
plotted all together in Fig. 14. From the figure, we can easily tell
the difference among simulations. As the synchronization time
step increases, simulation errors are accumulated and the protection action is delayed accordingly. With this delay in hand,
the real system dynamics will be difficult to estimate. In general, for the time-stepped synchronization method, the larger the
time step is chosen, the more inaccurate results are expected.
However, in the extreme case, if the time step is as small as the
power system iteration time step, this method can provide the
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE SIMULATION SPEED

Fig. 14. Simulation results using different synchronization methods.

same simulation fidelity as the global event-driven co-simulation framework. In Fig. 14, the voltage level of time-stepped
synchronization using 0.001 s time step is almost the same as
GECO. This similarity further proves the advantage and necessity of our co-simulation framework for fully integrated power
system and communication network.
D. Co-Simulation Scalability
The scalability of the co-simulation platform is another important factor considering the actual power system of interest
can be much larger than this 39-bus benchmark. Since GECO
integrates two individual simulators, the overall co-simulation
scalability will be largely determined by the scalability of the
individual simulators themselves and how the integration interface is handled. More specifically, in this case, PSLF is able to
simulate a system as large as 60 000 buses and NS2 is able to
simulate a network with at least 20 000 nodes and the simulation time is on the order of
[39]. Therefore, GECO
has the capacity to model and simulate large national systems
like WECC. On the other hand, the two simulators are integrated using a bi-directional interface where system information is exchanged. As the system scale grows, the amount of
system information through this interface will increase accordingly. The time needed to complete a co-simulation case may
also increase depending on the number of interactions between
the two simulators.
As an example, the same communication-based protection
scheme is implemented on a 127-bus WECC system and the
co-simulation speed is compared to the 39-bus case. There are
112 transmission lines, 28 generators in this 127-bus system in
comparison to 34 lines and 10 generators in the 39-bus system.
The co-simulation speeds are shown in Table III. The stop time
in both simulators is set as 0.5 second. Two PSLF simulation
time steps: 0.001 second and 0.01 second, are selected for comparison. Smaller PSLF time step results in more discrete power
system events and more interactions through the interface between the PSLF and NS2. In Table III, the total simulation time
required for different settings are measured on a regular PC. It
is clear that co-simulations for larger systems or with smaller
power steps both require longer simulation time. However, the
latter factor contributes significantly more than the former one.
The co-simulation results in Table III indicate that the interface between PSLF and NS2 may be a bottleneck for GECO

as far as larger scale systems are concerned. This is due to the
nature that these two individual simulators are not designed
for the purpose of integration with each other. The interface
is mainly designed to make information exchange and global
event scheduler feasible rather than to optimize the overall
co-simulation speed. However, there are many potential ways to
improve the co-simulation speed since PSLF and NS2 is not the
only solution for GECO. Many other power system and communication network simulators can be readily integrated using
GECO framework like PSS/E, InterPSS, OPNET, OMNET++
etc. Depending on the simulators, it is possible to parallel the
co-simulation or use distributed resources to expedite the simulation speed [40], [41]. However it requires great support from
the simulators and the coordination between simulators can be
much more complicated. In the case of current implementation
of GECO, PSLF is not an open source software. Therefore very
limited change can be made to facilitate the speedup.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper a global event-driven co-simulation framework GECO is proposed which integrates the simulations of
power system and communication network. Compared to other
people’s related work, our co-simulation framework provides
better synchronization accuracy and the feasibility of this
method is proved using formal method. The co-simulation
framework is implemented using PSLF and NS2 software. A
communication-based backup distance relay protection scheme
is discussed as a case study on the co-simulation platform. In
this scheme, the relay agents proactively communicate with
each other to gain better system visibility and make coordinated
protection decisions. The co-simulation results validate the
protection scheme and the communication time needed is less
than the threshold. In the end, a comparison between the global
event-driven method and other synchronization methods is
shown. The results present the advantages of our co-simulation
framework.
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